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FULL BOARD/CHAPTER LEADERSHIP MEETING
Minutes

February 2, 2017

Welcome and Approval of Minutes

President Ceanne Herndon called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. She thanked Jennifer
Dullea and Rachel Patterson and Hanson Bridgett LLP for hosting. The Minutes from the
January 5, 2017 Board/Leadership meeting were approved without changes.

Election results

The election results for the 2017-2018 board year were announced:
Annie Lathram, President
Jennifer Murov, Vice-President/President-Elect
Arnie Morelli, Director-at-Large
Crystal Evers, Treasurer
Michael Koehne, Treasurer-Elect
Jackie Hughes, Secretary
Ceanne thanked those who put their nominations into consideration and those now serving.

Elections committee and feedback on electronic voting:
Jennifer Connon and Cynthia Walrod were thanked for their participation and extra sets of eyes
to make sure it was bulletproof. The process was very easy, secure and foolproof. Linda
Republicano tested whether she would be able to vote twice and could not. Kim Coates said
we should still have names on the ballot even if they are running unopposed; all agreed. In the
past, we noted that the Treasurer and President were already elected. Arnie Morelli didn’t get
a voting email because of her job change, and subsequent email verification, so the postcard
was a safeguard to capture her vote. (Membership commented this was something new and
requested that when the web goes through an update we ask for a list of changes, and that
they would audit verifications.) 33% of members voted, about normal.

Award submissions

Ceanne has been working on the Elevate ALA award and President’s award, which required
much documentation of our chapter activities, consisting of criteria that the Association
considers a “model chapter” needs to do to be the best it can be. She believes this is a great
chapter and said that we meet all the 18 required categories that must be fulfilled. For the
Elevate Award, only 3 of the 96 chapters will be selected and we have submitted our
qualifications for consideration for that award. Some of the other recommended categories are
educational efforts, community service, our Business Partner collaboration, and many other
items. She feels we are safely within those to meet the criteria.
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Conferences

The Early Bird deadline is February 13. The Regional Conference (for Regions 4, 5, 6) will be
held September 7-9, 2017, at the Venetian in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Bylaws

The Association Bylaws will be coming out for a vote soon and will be conducted the way the
last one was and the way the officer elections which were just held. The Chapter Presidents
will submit their votes on behalf of their chapters, and those ballots are due to ALA no later
than Friday, March 24, 2017. Assuming ratification, chapters will not be required to modify
their bylaws at this time.

Newsletter update

There are only two more issues in the current format, for January/February, and March/April.
This will fulfill our current contracts for the vendor who purchased advertising. This will allow
Arnie to learn the features, and figure out how to go forward with new digital format. We want
to make sure we have all our data saved and protected before we cut ties with our former
digital provider. Ceanne intends to call one last meeting with the newsletter redesign
committee to decide on frequency of publication, features, advertising, etc. Since this will
happen in March/April, we have time to work on those issues. May 1 will be the transition time
into the new digital newsletter.

Installation Quarterly and Cross-over

Installation of new President and officers will be held March 23, at a breakfast held at One
Market at the Wine and Wall Room. The speaker will be Gera Vaz, formerly of Ropes & Gray
and the Brobeck firm and now a consultant. The topic will be Employee Engagement: What
Best-in-Class Firms are Doing to Ignite their Talent.

The Cross-over board meeting and retreat will be held March 30 at Reed Smith.

Update from Section Leaders:

Finance:
Jennifer Mansfield spoke for her and Co-Chair Michael Koehne. On February 15 they will host
the viewing of a webinar entitled “Collections - Can I Write You a Check?” This will take place at
Reed Smith, with one hour to present and 15 minutes for discussion and trading ideas. Fred
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Esposito, CLM, will present. He is very active at the national level. Please sign up now as it was
posted late, and be there at 11:45. She will send a special blast.

Operations & Technology:
Rachel Patterson and Karen Baltier-Long will present a recap of IT and what people should be
looking forward to. They will try to get this meeting on calendar for early March.

Human Resources:
Jennifer Dullea spoke for her and Co-Chair Penny Evans. Their presentations are finished for
the year. They held the popular Employment Law Update was done, with a good crowd of
about 30 people attending. Speaker Melissa Clark was engaging and informative.

Leadership and Management:
Linda Republicano spoke for the Leadership and Management and Leadership section: On
February 28th The Leadership and Management section is presenting “Managing Change” with
speaker Dianne Faieta. It is scheduled for one and a half hours and will be introspective and
interactive - please see the website for more information. What she really likes about this is
that it will be less on the heavy brain thinking and more on helping and taking care of ourselves
as administrators. Dianne is requesting that participants mentally bring along (or be thinking
of?) a current or anticipated workplace or personal change that they’d like to manage.
attendees will work on this individually - no need to discuss it. Linda is excited about this
session and hopes for good attendance. She reminded us to register through the website.

Membership:

Kim talked about verification of emails, done as part of the upgrade. They were getting emails
saying people had not verified their emails to enable them to get communications. Last year
there were 5 people who were not receiving information. People have to reply to the
Membership chairs’ inquiry, saying their email is valid. Amie is now verified, she did it
yesterday.

The Chapter gives a Gold Nugget award based on participation for the most attendance at
events. We need actual sign in sheets so that attendance can be verified at meetings. Right
now there is a 1200 value for annual conference. Kim will work over weekend to see who
winner is but needs help from all section leaders to verify attendance at meetings. To change
procedures we have to do it for the next phase. Katherine asked if credits on the CLM
application are verified. Jennifer Connon replied no, it’s on an honor system. Jennifer Connon
and Ceanne thought we could use the chapter sites to verify attendance. These are quirks that
we need to work out. Kim explained various difficulties even working with the site. We can do
it with the site but procedures need to be standardized.
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Charity Woodward, Membership Co-Chair, reporter that the chapter has four new members,
118 renewals received but 52 still outstanding. They will allow a month before they call
in d ivi d u a Is.

Treasurers’ report:
Cynthia Walrod sent out budget-to-actual for the quarter. She solicited questions on the
reporting. For the next meeting in March, they will have a draft budget.

Business Partners
Suzanne Lawyer, one of the Business Partner Co-Chairs, reported that there are currently 15
BPs who have renewed out of 30. 6 are pending, which brings us up to $52K, so that is going
well. Maryann sent out BP packages to prospective and former partners yesterday, to maybe
40 people. They are looking at May 11 for the BP Appreciation Lunch as April is so busy.
Suzanne said that Annie had suggested that the section leaders meet with the BPs who have
sponsored their sections. Section leaders are encouraged to be in touch with their sponsors
early and frequently. We have two scholarships for the regional conference. AG Architects
have bought one.

She also mentioned the Small Firm Administrators’ Roundtable of March 15:
Speaker Ruth Halpern will discuss the cloud for small firm administrators. At the June meeting,
they will try to get (Kelly Milks) from Ahern will talk about cyber insurance.

A couple of notes for Region 6, the next national conference in 2018 will be at National Harbor,
Maryland. In the new Bylaws, will be the term “Legal Management Professionals” to reference
the various titles of members. They are still talking about a new name and new logo for ALA.
National is working on a CLM study guide that they will have by the end of the year. In previous
times, they have felt it was a conflict of interest to produce a study guide. Linda Belcher
questioned why they had sold study modules last year, if there is a conflict. In closing the BP
discussions, Ceanne reiterated that if anyone has questions regarding BP membership or terms,
please direct them to the BP committee as they know the details and correct information.

Salary Survey:
David Chi discussed the salary survey at some length. Our revenue is now at $54K. While there
is no reason to change, Armanino, one of our business partners, is quite interested in doing our
survey and they already do it for SoCal chapters. They think it’s to our benefit. Obviously the
more firms that participate, the better the data. David talked to John, the Executive Director of
Armanino, about our concerns with Armanino doing the survey since there are a couple of
major differences: 1) GGC owns its salary data, and 2) GGC’s survey discloses the list of
participants. Furthermore, Armanino has been very guarded about its pricing to do the survey
so we have no idea how much it would cost us. John agreed to package the billing rates and
partner compensation data separately so that Armanino would still own that piece and would
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continue to keep the names of participating firms confidential. GGC would own the rest of the
salary and benefits data and Armanino would charge us $22,500 to do the survey. Right now we
pay RSM $16,000. David said that he knows the price is negotiable since Armanino had
previously guaranteed that we wouldn’t make any less than we’re currently making on the
survey. Suzanne said it shows in the Treasurer’s report that the actual expense is $21,000, but
$5,000 is a carryover from the previous year’s survey. The cost to the firms to purchase the
survey would be comparable to what they’re paying now for the GGC survey, and there would
be a separate charge for the bonus package which includes the billing rates and partner
compensation data. For returning participants of the salary survey, Armanino’s survey
questionnaire would be pre-populated with prior data.

When Suzanne talked to Armanino before, they wouldn’t guarantee revenue but would
guarantee net profit. She had a question regarding isolating data. David said the regions would
be separated as it currently is for the GGC salary survey and that we would have to work with
Armanino on the survey report format. Jennifer Murov asked what would the benefit be to
changing? David said that the survey would contain information for both Northern and
Southern California so it would be easier for firms with offices throughout the state in filling out
the survey. It should also be available for less than what it costs to purchase the two surveys
separately. David also thinks there are some things about their reporting that seems better
than what the GGC survey currently offers. Jennifer Mansfield (prior Salary Survey Co-chair)
asked if the costs would be broken down by firm size. David says everything is
negotiable. Price could go by number of attorneys in a firm. Orange County would have
different data than Northern California. You would have to complete data for all your
offices. Ceanne asked how many chapters there are in SoCal? David said approximately $0
firms. There are chapters in Los Angeles, Orange County and San Diego. They included data for
benefits. The only thing packaged separately would be billing, etc.

David thinks we can work out these issues, but if the Salary Survey Committee does not have
another person on it this year, David would prefer that we not even consider changing vendors
since it would be a lot of work. Cynthia asked if he had looked at sample contract? It starts at
beginning of year, so we’d have to decide in the first six weeks of the board year. Timing is
right now. Maybe at the next meeting we can further discuss these issues.

Annie mentioned that her experience with the salary survey in Los Angeles is not as well
regarded as ours. Reed Smith does not purchase Southern California survey. She asked if there
could be a further look into quality. Karen’s firm has nine offices, headquartered in Seattle,
and she always buys the GG survey. What information do they provide now that we
don’t? David said that he would circulate PDF copies (scanned copies of the samples he
brought to the meeting) of the two salary surveys so the Board can compare the
differences. Ceanne will put further discussion on the agenda for March at Morrison Foerster.
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The meeting was adjourned at 1 pm.

In attendance:

EC:
Ceanne Herndon
Annie Lathram
Cynthia Walrod
Crystal Evers
Linda Belcher
Dennis Clark (telephonically)

Board/Leadership:
Karen Baltier-Long
David Chi
Kim Coates
Jennifer Connon
Jennifer Dullea
Katherine Hollander
Jackie Hughes
Michael Koehne

Suzanne Lawler
Jennifer Mansfield
Maryann Milla
Jennifer Murov
Matt Ogden
Rachel Patterson
Linda Republicano
Charity Woodward

Respectfully submitted,
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